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GPT-4 writing 
 copilot for teams



Use Linguix to maximize your team's productivity, improve clarity and collaboration effectiveness across all digital platforms.




Start Free Trial
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Artificial Intelligence that instantly improves efficiency



Create clear messages that solve tasks and do it fast. Review our team features:







Multilingual grammar & spell check


AI-based writing


Rewriter


Content Score


Shortcuts


Style Guide


Team Management
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Multilingual grammar and spell check



With our Writing Assistant, your team can effortlessly check their documents in six languages. 


English 🇬🇧, French 🇫🇷, German 🇩🇪, Spanish 🇪🇸, Portuguese 🇵🇹, 
 Italian 🇮🇹, and Polish 🇵🇱. 


Simply write or paste your content, and our advanced system will automatically detect the language and generate suggestions to improve your writing.
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AI-based writing assistant



Make sure your team makes no mistakes by using AI-fueled grammar, punctuation and style suggestions. 


Make sure you’re reaching the right audience with the right message!
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Text Rewriter



Linguix browser extension and Web Editor allow your team members to instantly rewrite whole sentences. 


Make your copy better by fixing all grammar mistakes, shortening or expanding messages.
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Content Score



With Linguix's Content Quality Score feature, the text is thoroughly analyzed and assigned a score taking into consideration various factors that include sentence length, complexity of vocabulary, and the use of passive voice. 


Benchmark your team’s content or copy created by tools such as ChatGPT.
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Shortcuts



Linguix browser extension and its built-in intelligent shortcuts allow you to reduce the time spent on email and social media writing by 90%. 


Create your template and instantly expand it with one-word command ("//intro") to save time when typing on your most-used websites.
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Style Guide



To ensure all corporate communications are clear, polite, and inclusive, use Style Guides to help employees avoid any mistakes that might have a considerable cost. 


Use Style Guides to make sure event titles, executive names, or positions look professional and fuel trust.
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Team Management



Performance stats and error count for every team member, readability scores, and email reports will help you to identify and fix issues early. 


Know who in your team publishes poor content and act early with our in-depth employee writing activity reports.
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Ease of Use

Proofreading Average: 9.2
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Quality of Support

Proofreading Average: 8.9
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Ease of Setup

Proofreading Average: 9.1
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AI assistant for multiple business verticals



Easily onboard your team, assign roles, and track the quality of communications



	







Sales teams



Intelligent paraphraser helps your sales reps to create compelling intro messages and proposals that drive sales.



Learn more
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Marketing teams



Make sure your team makes no mistakes by using AI-fueled grammar, punctuation and style suggestions. 


Make sure you’re reaching the right audience with the right message!



Learn more
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Customer Support



Use our Turbo app to create shortcuts to answer frequent requests. Make sure your support agents communicate consistently and close tickets fast.



Learn more
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See How Teams Use Linguix



Browse some testimonials from our customers:






“The UI is definitely preferable and very clean, with a color scheme and Google Chrome plugin that works on even more sites and areas than Grammarly.”
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Christopher Johnson



CEO Owl SEM






“It's easy to use, intuitive, and works without any actions on my part.”
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Anna Addoms



Founder / Consultant, 
 Wicked Marvelous






“I am impressed. The suggestions are superb and work very well!”
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Jose Resende



CEO Influgrow






“The Chrome extension draws my attention to, and highlights wrong spellings and/or grammar when detected.”
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Lakeside David-Debo



Marketing/Data Analyst Personal
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Get grammar, punctuation and spell checker



Install our browser extension to get your writing checked on Gmail, Google Docs, Open.ai, Canva, and millions of other websites.



Try Linguix — it’s free





Trusted by 310,000+ users


	



















Google Chrome Store



Featured App, 466 reviews



	


















































Edge Store



Featured App, 22 reviews



	







Product Hunt



Top #1 writing assistant, 646 upvotes



	







G2 reviews website



Top proofreading tool, 125 reviews



	











Linguix for Figma



Featured App, 5 stars



	










Capterra reviews website



Top proofreading tool, 90 reviews
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